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Scope of Presentation

Goal:  Leverage data to improve plant operations.

Plant

Data

Predictors

& Responses

Descriptive 

Model

Process 

Optimization

and … what to do when the data collection is larger than machine memory?  the new part

• Data created 

using process 

simulation

• Imposed 

variability

This 

work:

• P: 5 primary control 

setpts, catalyst age

• R: production rate, 

profit, catalyst age rate 

• Feature engineering 

(3rd deg poly)

• MATLAB fitlm

• Brute force search

• Process simulation
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Regression Analysis 

There are many packaged codes for regression, e.g. the fitlm function in MATLAB (used here). 

In this work the modeling of data is via conventional multivariate regression.

n  :  # predictors

m :  # examples

y  : responses

Initial 

Guess

Solution

Normal Equations:

Cost function:

Estimator:

Data matrix:

Gradient 

Descent

Alternatively, can use an iterative method:
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Regression Example

Modeling informed by understanding outperforms a blind approach. 

Reaction rate data – feature engineering is applied to achieve a reasonable fit.

Is this good?

This is better.
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Case Study – Process Plant

A process simulation code was written to generate plant data. 

The case study consists of an ammonia production plant with 5 control setpoints.

Process 

Setpoint Symbol

Nominal 

Value

Input flowrate winp 30,000 kg/hr

Input temp Tinp 710 K

Sys pressure Psys 20 MPa

Separator temp Tsep 257 K

H/N ratio h 3.0

N2

H2

NH3

Catalytic 

Reactor Separator

AR(1)

QSS

Imposed

Variability:
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Process Data Record

The process record consist of setpoints and other variables – recorded every 30s, for 6 years.

The size of the total dataset  = ~28 GB, more than 2x my laptop RAM (12 GB). 

One year of data:

287 columns

1,051,200

rows

4.7 GB

(2x60x24x365)
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Process Variability

Controlled variables were modeled as AR(1) processes.

If the process conditions didn’t vary, there wouldn’t be anything to model!

Ranges for 

controlled 

variables:

These are later 

used to define 

the optimization 

search region.
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Setpoints and Select Responses

A sensitivity scatter around the mean confirms some intuitions.

… but it is difficult to infer interdependencies due to the high number of dimensions.
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Modeling Production Rate 

For this limited duration (300 hrs) of data (180 MB), a highly predictive model can be built.

Regression on production rate was performed using the plant setpoints as predictors.

prod ~ setpts*setpts

Data: days 70-84

(T/V = 0.7/0.3)

nrmse = 0.36%

For comparison, a simpler model:

prod ~ setpts was also trained.
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Model Generalization 

 Need to take a closer look at the trend of production with time.

When applied to data from a different time interval, the fit is not as good.

same 

model

60 

days 

later

This model does 

not generalize well

nrmse = 8.53%

What happened?
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Production History 

Production depends on catalyst age state  need to add a new predictor.

To ensure adequate generalization, the training set must represent the entire data collection.

Catalyst Refresh

Maintenance cost:

$1.0 Million

Plant downtime:

10 dayspretty big 
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Forward Analysis Plan 

Is it possible to create a simple regression model of profit?

Take stock of where we are, and where we’re going …

• Dataset is fully generated (6 files, 28 GB total)

• Predictors have been defined:  setpoints + catalyst age parameter

• Regression of production on for limited data (180 MB) completed with good results

• To capture catalyst aging effects, all of the data (28 GB) will be used  need big data tools

• Instead of modeling production, look at the bottom line: create a regression model of plant 

operating profit

• Once profit model is built, use it to compute the profit-maximizing setpoints as functions of 

catalyst age (remaining activity).

• Use those operating schedules in a process simulation, and compute the estimated profit – is 

it better than the status quo?
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Big Data Computing Infrastructure

In this work, MATLAB data management tools and a Spark-enabled Hadoop cluster were used.

Special strategies are needed for handling data sets larger than machine memory.

Dataset mgmt: Distributed computing:

• Windows users need to set up a 

virtual machine supporting LINUX

• Need IT help to set up a Hadoop 

cluster (on premise or cloud), and 

install Spark

• In this work I used a test cluster 

with 11 nodes
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Modeling Profit

Operating profit is an extremely complicated function of plant setpoints, and other parameters.

End of LOT #3 Beginning of LOT #4

The regression model for profit can now be used to explore alternative operating strategies. 

prod ~ setpts+ * setpts+ * setpts+ setpts+ = (setpts + cat_age)
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Operating Schedules

Plant simulation can now be used to estimate the financial performance of each strategy. 

Schedules are computed by maximizing profit estimates over a range of catalyst age states.
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Operating Strategy Comparison

During simulation, an additional regression model for catalyst aging rate is used.

The results indicate that the status quo operating procedure is significantly non-optimal.

 Analysis reveals opportunities for increasing daily profits by 1.9X ! 

The simulation stops after a complete cycle  when the catalyst activity reaches 60% of its initial value.
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Summary

▪ Regression methods very mature

▪ Large datasets require newer tools

▪ Modeling provides valuable insight

Thank you for your attention.

Regression modeling of plant data led to identification of more profitable operating strategies.
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